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Related books
WAbi Sabi
Wabi Sabi, the cat,
goes on a journey to
find the meaning of
her name. She asks
a cat friend, a dog,
a bird, and finally
a monkey. Each
says, “That’s hard to
explain” - the catch
phrase of the book.
Slowly she discovers that it is a kind of humble
beauty, you will be exploring with students.
Mark Reibstein, Little Brown, © 2008,
9789-0-316-11825-5

Extreme Writing
A springboard from a picture book to personal
writing should provide at least three topics if
possible. Here are some ideas:
1. Wabi Sabi wants to know what his name means.
What does your name mean? Tell a story about how
you got your name(s), or nickname.
2.Wabi Sabi goes on a journey to find the answer to
her question. Write about any journeys you have
been on.
3. This story is set in Japan. Either write
“Everything I know about Japan” or “Everything I
know about Canada, BC, or my home town.”
4. Wabi Sabi asks for an explanation. Explain how
to do a few things that were hard for you to do at
first.

HAIKU
There is a haiku on each page, both decoratively, and
in writing, so this is a good opportunity to introduce
the form. A sample potential lesson page follows.

I have written teaching ideas for several books that can be said to be related to this
one:
1. The Perfect Sword - in finding an owner for the perfect sword the apprentice
learns the value of humility, hard work, and compassion, the elements of a code of
honour.
2. Fu Finds the Way - an upcoming duel teaches our young hero about patience,
persistance, and flow.
3. The Three Questions - based on a Tolstoy short story, a young boy seeks from
animals, the answer to his three questions: What is the best time to do things?
Who is the most important one? What is the right thing to do?
4. Grass Sandals, The Travels of Bashu. I didn’t do ideas for this one, but it is a
great picture book about the life of Bashu, the greatest of the haiku writers.
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HAIKU
1. READ the six poems on the right column. These are haiku, a gentle Japanese form of poetry.
2. LINES. If these are haiku, how many lines are there in a haiku?
3. SYLLABLES. If there are a certain number of syllables in a haiku, how many syllables should
there be in each line. Check the poems to be sure of your numbers.
4. TOPICS. If these are haiku, what are the “topics” of a haiku.
5. CONTENT. If we said that a haiku contains an observation of nature (underline), coupled
with a particualar season (put the season in brackets at the end of the haiku), with a sense of an
ending or a change (highlight in a colour). Repeat for each of the haiku.

an old quiet poond
a frog jumps in the water
the sound of silence

moonlight in autumn
a worm digging silently
under the chestnut

6. CHALLENGE. Write a clear, detailed definition of a haiku in the space below.
the crow flies away

My DEFINITION of a Haiku

swaying in the evening sun
the bare leafless tree

whitecaps on the bay
a broken signboad banging
in the april wind

gentle ground squirrel
balancing its tomato
on the garden fence

a cricket disturbs
the autmn field; on the porch
a man rocks and smiles
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Incidental Geography
Three Japanese locations are mentioned as Wabi Sabi
conducts his seach for the meaning of his name:
Tokyo, Mount Hiei, and Ginkakuji. Put them on
a simple map of Japan. Ask the students to think
about how to calculate the distance of the journey,
round trip from Tokyo to Mount Hiei to Ginkakuji
and back to Tokyo. (The fastest way will be Google.
Just ask “distance from Tokyo to Mount Hiei” etc.
and add the numbers which will turn out to be over
900 km - a long distance for a cat.

Book Format
The book opens in a long form, and is read like a
“scroll” in a way...an interesting choice considering
the content to the book.
Discuss.
1. Is it difficult to read? Why or why not?
2. Why do you think the author made this choice?
3. Would you like to try it for your next
ºpublicatoin? Why or why not?
Students may be interested to know that Japanese
and Chinese are read from the top to the bottom of
columns, and from what we consider the “back” to
the “front” - that is turning pages to the right.

cont.

REPEATED PHRASES and HELP From Your
Friends
Discuss two of the strategies used in the book. Like many other stories,
particularly this one but also The Three Questions and even Three Billy Goats
Gruff there is a problem posed, and the hero tries three different solutions before
arriving at the solution. In addition, a repeated phrase such as “That’s hard too
explain” has a lot of power in a written piece.
First ask students to create think of a real problem...a boy is having trouble
learning to ride a bicycle. Then they need what the consequences for the boy is
if he doesn’t learn - he can’t go riding with his friends. He gets behind if he just
tries to run along., etc. Then three things the boy could try: running really fast
and trying to jump on, pushing off down hill and trying to glide down, lining
up the pedal to be at the top and pushing off. Ask them to identify the two
things that won’t work and what the consequences are...then the actual solution,
and voila, a pretty good story outline.
Now they write a draft of the story. When they are finished, they need a catch
phrase for their protagonist. “Life is like a bicycle. To keep your balance you
must keep moving.” To write a powerful repeat line, it helps to think of a good
life lesson, then include it 3-5 times depending on the length of the story.

What is Wabi Sabi
Wabi Sabi is “an intuitive appreciation of transient beauty in the physical world
that reflects the irreversable flow of life - modest, rustic, imperfect, and even
decayed - finding beauty in the impermanence of things”
Wow! There’s a challenging definition. No wonder the Japanese say that “it is hard
to explain.”
The book will help students get the idea. But to expand on it, I thought
that the following page would help, and incidentally review the concept of antonyms. In each case, they start with a word, and the opposite of it is part of wabi
sabi.
The key I am imagining is: 1. older. 2. warm 3. calm 4. ordinary 5. quiet 6.
imperfect 7. impermanent or temporary 8. darker 9. simple 10. natural
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WABI SABI Is....
An antonym is the word for opposite. The antonym of good for example is bad;
the white is black, and so on. To find the meaning of wabi sabi we are going to
look at a list of what it is not, and then write the antonym to find out what it is.

Wabi Sabi is the opposite of:

So Wabi Sabi is:

1. newer

1.

2.

cool

2.

3.

excited

3.

4.

extraordinary

4.

5.

noisy

5.

6.

perfect

6.

7.

permanent

7.

8.

brighter

8.

9.

complicated

9.

10. artificial

10.

Now...write your own definition of Wabi Sabi
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The author
The Art of It
Ed Young has a distinctive style for illustration.
I have teaching ideas for one of his others, The
House Baba Built, which is a memoir of his family
growing up in Shanghai.
Mark Reibstein
Many of these pages can be easily imitated:
particulary the one with the leaves on a background
of watercolour and the one with the stems of bamboo. Select a few to inspire the students.

There is a nice YouTube of how Mark
Reibstein came to write the book
based on what he learned about wabi
sabi while teaching in Japan, and his
adoption of his cat. Then Ed Young
explains how he illustrated it, how the
illustrations were actually lost or
stolen, and how he came to use
ordinary materials to create the next
version. Rather nice.

Start with a block of 12 X 12 pages of scrapbook
paper from Michaels...the good news of which is that
the colours are already harmonious. They come 180
to the package and you can often get them for under
$20.
Students can tear and overlay papers to create a
background effect. Then use real objects, such as
leaves, or bark, or whatever to create an image.
Finally take a photograph of the product to see how
it will “flatten” nicely for an illustration.
You could create a quick PowerPoint or Keynote of
their work to show how amazing this simple art can
look when it is illustrating a book.

The original Wabi Sabi cat
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ca2Ly4Vpb5Y
Ed Young

Secondly, you could print their flattened
illustrations and they could carefully include the
haiku they have written. Voila - a great class book
that can be “published.”

book illustrations laid out and ready to go

